
Why the West hates Russia 

Introduction 

That the Western globalist elite hates Russia is undeniable. For years the media has been 
attacking Russia for all sorts of spurious reasons: the Russiagate US election hoax, the 
Skripal poisoning fake scandal, atrocities in Syria, the Ukraine conflict and so on. In every 
case a false narrative was constructed to get people to vilify Russia and Putin in particular. 

The narrative is so ridiculous that it is beyond media bias and entering into the territory of 
farce. Even in the light of hard evidence proving the claim to be false, the Russian collusion 
in the election of Trump continued to be pushed. 

The hatred for Russia is very odd given that the military threat from Russia is far reduced 
from the days of the USSR. Communism under Lenin, Stalin and Khruschev posed a far 
more serious threat than the current regime, which today is essentially capitalist and 
nationalistic. The Cuban Missile Crisis of October 1962, for example, brought the East and 
West very close to nuclear Armageddon. Putin is by far the best statesman that Russia ever 
had, and more competent than most Western leaders.1 He has stated that he wants peace 
with the West but also will not tolerate threats to his nation. 

So why this elite hatred for Russia? 

The answer is chiefly religious but also historic. 

Jewish hatred based on historic events 

The elite cabal is not fully controlled by Jews but it is a simple fact that many Zionist Jews 
have a disproportionate leadership role. Virtually all the central bankers are Jews. Most of 
the key financiers are Jews. The controllers of trade, such as of diamonds or gold, are Jews. 
NGO leaders like George Soros are Jews. Power players like Kissinger are Jews. A leading 
figure of the cabal is Lord Rothschild, who is a Jew. 

Thus Jewish feelings have a predominant status with elite plans; which is why many of 
them are based upon Israel.2 

Now Jews have long memories and harbour resentment. There are certain historical events 
that continue to make Jews feel hostile towards Russia. 

Ending the Khazarian kingdom 
I have explained before how Ashkenazi Jews (the majority) originate from the mass 
conversion of the Khazars to Judaism in the 8th century. This however, did not stop the 
wickedness of these warlike people, nor their violent excursions that caused havoc to 
European travel and stability. Their idolatry based upon phallic and serpent worship also 
continued which was a stench in the nostrils of European and Eastern leaders on their 
borders. 

                                                   
1 For example he is head and shoulders above buffoons like Joe Biden, Kamala Harris, Nicola Sturgeon, Mark 
Drayford and Boris Johnson. 
2 For example, many recent illegal military excursions of the US and NATO, such as in Libya, Iraq, Syria, 
Yemen, were based upon establishing the Jewish Yinon Plan for a Greater Israel. 
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Eventually, it fell to the Kievan (Varangian)3 Russians to put the kingdom down in the 11th 
century and force the dispersion of, now Jewish, Khazarians into Europe and elsewhere. 
This is the beginning of the Ashkenazi tribe of Judaism; the majority faction in Jewry. 

This is the first reason for Jews to hate Russia. [It is also why there is so much at stake in 
Ukraine.]4 

Anti-Semitism in Russia 
As so often happened in every European kingdom, the behaviour of Jews residing in 
foreign nations eventually led to such concern that they were banished. This also happened 
in Russia in the 19th century; such as the banishment from Moscow in 1891. 

In addition to the usual sins (usury, sedition, antisocial behaviour, and accusations of child 
ritual murder) Jews had assassinated leaders and attempted other assassinations. The 
growing threat of Jewish sedition rising to provoke widespread civil unrest led to the 
expulsion of Jews by the Tsar and significant persecution. However, this was but the 
culmination of migration westwards. In addition the Pale of Settlement (1791) forbade 
Jews to migrate into the interior of Russia unless they converted to Russian Orthodoxy.5  

Tsar Nicholas I had also ordered all Jewish males to be conscripted into the Russian army 
in 1827. Jews complained that they were used as cannon fodder, such as in the Crimean 
War. Conscripted Jews could not rise to officer ranks. Schools provided for Jews by taxes 
were led by Orthodox Christians and sought to influence Jewish children away from the 
Talmud. Tsar Alexander II, however, removed some anti-Semitic laws and allowed 
educated Jews to live outside the Pale, enabling commercial success.  

Before the expulsion of 1891 there had been a series of pogroms.6 The first occurred in the 
Ukraine following the assassination of Alexander II in 1881,7 for which Jews were blamed 
(Jewish sources say falsely). After that, there were many pogroms throughout Russia, and 
Russian Jews began to emigrate to the USA and Western Europe giving their support to 
Herzl's Zionist campaign. Tsar Alexander III [1881-1894] increased the hostility towards 
Jews which led to mass migration westwards. After the revolution of 1905, anti-Semitic 
persecutions increased and Jews joined unions, protests and dissident groups. Zionism 
also exploded in Russia. 

This Jewish dispersion led many wealthy Jews to settle in the West, predominately the US, 
Germany and Britain, where they gained positions of power and influence through their 
wealth. Rich Jews in Britain married their daughters off to aristocrats that had fallen on 
hard times thereby gaining titles. [The plot-line in the TV series Downton Abbey is an 
example of this.] However the Jews remaining in Russia suffered until the Bolshevik 
Revolution. 

                                                   
3 Scandinavian voyagers who travelled by land and up rivers into Russia in the 9th and 10th centuries AD, 
establishing the Rurik dynasty. 
4 Khazaria lay within the confines of southern Ukraine, Crimea, part of South Russia and Kazakhstan. Some 
Ashkenazi Jews feel that this is their homeland. 
5 Jews were allowed in the equivalent of Belarus, Lithuania, Moldova, Ukraine and east central Poland and 
parts of Latvia. This was the Pale (stake) of Settlement. 
6 An attack approved or condoned by authority, frequently against religious, racial, or national minorities. 
7 There had been what some say was a pogrom in 1821 after the death of the Greek Patriarch Gregory V of 
Constantinople. 
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The resentment caused by this continues to this day. 

Torpedoing the prototype League of Nations 
After the Napoleonic Wars the Rothschilds thought that the royal houses were too weary 
and too much in debt to resist plans for a league of nations, which they organised as the 
Congress of Vienna. However, the Tsar of Russia torpedoed the idea, which enraged 
Nathan Rothschild. As a result Nathan vowed that he or his descendants would destroy the 
Tsar and his entire family.8 This caused the Rothschilds to increase their financial 
stranglehold on nations. 

The prophetic angle 

Dispensationalism was sponsored by elite bankers for political purposes. This rogue 
theological system, which arose in the mid-19th century, favoured Israel and Jews in 
general and downplayed the role of the church in God’s decree. This was in order to 
develop sympathy in America for a Jewish homeland in Palestine. In this it succeed as the 
majority Christian position today is to favour political Israel above all else, no matter what 
evils it conducts. 

However, another facet of Dispensationalism is the demonisation of Russia. 
Dispensationalism was used as far back as the Crimean War to develop hatred for Russia 
because it was supposedly God’s will to do so. Thus preachers raged against Russia using 
Dispensational arguments. 

This is based upon an eschatology that centres on Jews and Israel in general (e.g. the 
kingdom is Jewish) and an end-time battle whereby Russia invades Israel from the north 
as the climax of the end times. Notice that neither Jesus nor the apostles ever made such a 
claim. The problems at the end, according to the NT, are centred in an antichristian world 
kingdom full of sin and idolatry that is opposed to the church and all things godly. This is 
symbolised as Babylon in character and the kingdom of the first Beast politically. 

The claim that Russia invades Israel is taken from Ezekiel 38-39 and Rev 20:8. 

In Revelation John tells us that Gog and Magog are nations in the four corners of the Earth 
– not Russia. 

Now when the thousand years have expired, Satan will be released from his 

prison and will go out to deceive the nations which are in the four corners 

of the earth, Gog and Magog, to gather them together to battle, whose 

number is as the sand of the sea. Rev 20:7-8 

‘Gog’ means ‘mountain’ while ‘Magog’ means ‘overtopping covering’. Josephus identifies 
Magog with the Scythians with Gog as their ruler (mountain).9 In the rabbinical writings 
Gog and Magog appear as the enemies of the Messiah. Augustine correctly refuses to 
narrow the imagery further and sees Magog as the final protest of the antichristian world 
against Christianity. This is the proper interpretation. 

                                                   
8 This was fulfilled after the Bolshevik Revolution. Lenin had the entire family of Tsar Nicholas murdered by 
Jewish assassins. 
9 Ant. I. 6. 1. 
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As OT prophetic writing Ezekiel 38 must be interpreted in light of the facts that are clearly 
laid out by Christ and the apostles. We must not start with the prophetic but with what is 
clear. Thus there is no prophecy about Russia at the end. Does Ezekiel comply? 

Ezekiel says, ‘Son of man, set your face against Gog, of the land of Magog, the prince of 

Rosh, Meshech, and Tubal, and prophesy against him’ (38:2). In Dispensation 
conjecture, Magog is the land north of Israel, Rosh refers to Russia and Meshech refers to 
Moscow. Thus Gog and Magog are identified as Russia. 

Firstly, ‘Rosh’ is not found in the Hebrew text, which is why it isn’t found in the KJV, 
Webster’s, Revised Webster, NRS, or RSV. The text literally reads, ‘Magog, captain/prince, 
head/chief, Mesech, Tubal’. ‘Rosh’ appears in the LXX, which is why some versions add 
this. So, there is no reference to Russia. 

Mesech was a son of Japheth and the progenitor of people to the north of Israel. Not 
Russia per se. 

Tubal was another son of Japheth whose land was in East Turkey, similar area to 
Cappadocia. Nowhere near Russia. 

So even on the basis of Ezekiel alone there is no identification of Russia in this prophecy. 

Furthermore, these enemies of the Lord are in alliance with many nations that include 
Persia, Gomer (Celts and Cimmeria), Ethiopia, Libya and Togarmah (Armenia or Scythia).  
Celts, Cimmeria, Togarmah and Scythia no longer exist as specific nations. Clearly we are 
talking about a symbolic global alliance in rebellion to God not specific nations. It is the 
world in sin opposed to the Messiah. 

So the claims of Dispensationalism that the end-time enemy is Russia and the end-time 
hero is Israel have no foundation whatsoever. As with all elite plans, the truth is actually 
the opposite. 

Since the elite spewed out the theology of Dispensationalism to further their own ends, the 
elite claims that Russia is the prophesied end-time enemy of God. But it is all a fabrication. 

The big issue: the Russian Orthodox Church 

This is the real point; Orthodox Christian Russia is the biggest stumbling block to the plans 
of the elite for the world. They have to break Russia and destroy Russian Orthodoxy before 
they can gain global domination. This is why they are currently sacrificing the economy of 
European nations, UK and America, in order to destabilise Russia (and failing miserably). 

Christianity is the major target of Satan in the end times and conservative Russian 
Orthodoxy is the biggest and most powerful example of this in the world today because 
Western Protestants and Catholics have apostatised. Add to this the wealth, size and 
natural resources of Russia and you can see the threat to the cabal. 
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Russia under Christian control 
This extended from the time of Vladimir I10 to the fall of the Romanovs. 

After Vladimir accepted Christianity (like many Vikings before him)11 the tone was set for 
the growing Christianisation of the Kievan Rus (Russia). Over time, Russia became a very 
devout nation based upon the Eastern Orthodox form of Christianity and gradually 
developing its own emphases and avoiding the corruption in certain Eastern Orthodox 
churches. When Catherine the Great married into the royal family she had to change her 
religion from Catholic to Orthodox, for example. 

Russian Tsars were often very pious and this is certainly the case with the last Tsar 
Nicholas II [1868–1918], son of Alexander III, reigned 1894–1917. This was why Rasputin 
had so much influence in the royal family. [Aside: Grigori Rasputin has been falsely 
demonised as a result of the British Secret Service who controlled his assassination. He 
was a respected staretz: an elder in Russian Orthodoxy functioning as a spiritual advisor 
and teacher. Miracles were attributed to him.] 

For over 1,000 years Russia was fundamentally controlled by Christian principles (this is 
not to excuse the sins of leaders and nobles). 

Russia under Jewish control 
The Rothschilds planned to destroy the Tsar, his family and the Russian church for many 
years. Their plans came to fruition when the Tsar was weakened by civil unrest and the 
disastrous effects of WWI and the Japanese War. 

The revolutionary strategies of Lenin (part Jew), Trotsky (Jew), Kaganovich (Jew) and 
others were funded by the Rothschilds via America banks and the project was controlled by 
Jacob Schiff (Jew). Huge amounts of gold were transported by ship and rail. Trotsky took 
$20 million worth of gold on a ship owned by Schiff to meet Lenin in Switzerland. The 
Bolshevik Revolution was not really a civil war amongst Orthodox Russians but an 
invasion of non-Orthodox dissidents, mostly Jewish, imported into Russia plus internal 
dissidents (chiefly Jews). With Jewish money the Bolsheviks were able to take control of 
the country and later defeat the rearguard movement of the White (Christian) Russians.12 

The new government of the USSR was established with Jews in prominent positions of 
leadership. Over 80% of the Cheka13 were Jews. The architects of the Ukraine Holodomor, 
                                                   
10 Vladimir I (956–1015), grand prince of Kiev 980–1015; known as Vladimir the Great; canonised as St 
Vladimir. His marriage to a sister of the Byzantine emperor Basil II resulted in his conversion to Christianity 
and in Christianity in Russia developing in close association with the Orthodox Church. Feast day, 15 July. 
[New Oxford Dictionary.] 
11 Such as Guthrum in Britain (East Anglia) or Rollo in Normandy. The Viking Rollo accepted Normandy in 
912 as a fief (feudal land of a vassal to the king) from the French king, who was powerless to prevent its 
falling to the Vikings. ‘Normandy’ derives from those Norse (Northmen) invaders. They accepted Christianity 
and adopted the French language. 
12 White Russians: those who fought against the Soviet Red Army in the Russian Civil War (1918–21). The 
name was derived from the royalist opponents of the French Revolution, known as Whites, because they 
adopted the white flag of the French Bourbon dynasty. The White Army, though smaller than the Red, was 
better equipped and had an abundance of Tsarist officers, but they were defeated by internal quarrels and by 
their refusal to grant land reforms in the areas under their control.  
13 Soviet secret police. An acronym for the All-Russian Extraordinary Commission for the Suppression of 
Counter-revolution and Sabotage, it was instituted by Lenin in 1917. In 1922 the CHEKA became the GPU or 
secret police and later the OGPU (United State Political Administration). The OGPU was replaced in 1934 by 
the NKVD. In 1953 the Soviet secret police was placed under the KGB (Committee of State Security). 
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which killed 10 million Kulaks, were Jews and led by a Jew (Genrikh Yagoda). Jews have 
gone to great lengths to disguise the fact that Communism is really a Jewish movement. 
‘One of the greatest difficulties of the Talmudic Pharisees has been that of bringing communism 

into power while trying to conceal its Talmudic origin’.14 The first law passed by the Bolshevik 
government was that anti-Semitism became a crime punishable by death. 

Rabbis around the world celebrated the Communist take-over of Russia claiming that it 
was Talmudic. Its origin is in Marx, who was a Jew. Rabbi S Wiseman (or Rabbi Stephen 
‘Wise’) stated, ‘Some call it Marxism; I call it Judaism’.15 The Jewish Chronicle stated that, ‘the 

ideals of Bolshevism are consonant with the finest ideals of Judaism’.16 The Jewish Voice 
affirmed that ‘Anti-Communism is anti-Semitism’.17 

Communism under Lenin and Stalin became terror. Lenin had deliberately instigated 
terror as the chief means to protect the revolution; which included beatings, torture, 
murder, rape, theft of property and so on. Prisons, like Moscow’s Lubianka, had torture 
chambers. For 70 years there was constant persecution of the church but no synagogue was 
ever burned. The means of terror were horrific, brutal tortures and murders, so sickening 
that I cannot describe them here. They are worse than medieval tortures. These are 
Talmudic in nature (where non-Jews are treated as cattle and not human beings). 

The elite saw this as a prototype of the New World Order and sought from the start to take 
America into compliance with the collectivism and central planning of the USSR. This is 
made clear in the research of Norman Dodd and the Reece Report.18 The Cold War was 
largely a fiction to serve the interests of the elite cabal. Americans were constantly giving 
military secrets to the Russians, including nuclear research, while American engineering 
firms were heavily invested in Russian infrastructure; even servicing the ICBM silos. 

Throughout the Communist era Russian Christians were decimated. Millions were tortured 
and murdered, tens of thousands were sent into Gulags in Siberia. Thousands of churches 
were burned to the ground. Priests, nuns and even choirboys were ruthlessly murdered 
and tortured. The chief enemy of the Jewish Communists was Christianity. 

The Communist Party of the Soviet Union maintained firm control over the Soviet 
federation until the late 1980s, when pressures developed for greater independence. In 
1990 a new constitution created a Russian Congress of People's Republics and a Russian 
Supreme Soviet, of which Boris Yeltsin was elected Chairman on a ticket of multi-party 
democracy and economic reform. In June 1991 he was elected President of the Federation. 
Following the disintegration of the Soviet Union and the resignation of President 
Gorbachev in December, Russia became an independent sovereign state. Russia formed a 
new body, the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), which most of the former 
Soviet republics joined.19 

However, Russia entered a period of degeneration. There were tensions between 
autonomous republics, ethnic conflicts, the re-deployment of military forces, and a rapidly 
collapsing economy. Yeltsin was a puppet of the elite, which began to dismantle Russia’s 

                                                   
14 Colonel Gordon ‘Jack’ Mohr; ‘The Talmudic effect on Judeo-Christianity’, website. 
15 American Bulletin, 5 May 1935.  
16 Ibid. 
17 Jewish Voice, July-August (1941). 
18 US Special Committee on Tax Exempt Foundations. Chaired by Carroll Reece (1954).  
19 This paragraph adapted from Oxford World Encyclopaedia. 
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assets and steal her wealth. Oligarchs arose, who were nearly all Jewish capitalists in the 
sway of the elite cabal. Crime soared. 

Politics was in chaos, coups were attempted, war developed in Chechnya. Yeltsin was 
drunk most of the time and his authority began to wane. To cut a complicated story short, 
Vladimir Putin eventually arose to power as the President.  

Russia under Christian control again 
Putin, despite his critics, was the sort of person needed to fix this mess. He was disciplined, 
resourceful, nationalistic, educated, tenacious, patient and ruthless. No doubt his stint in 
the FSB made him alive to the perils of being in charge. Putin set about ridding the country 
of the oligarchs that were despoiling the people. This took some time and not all were 
banished. He then set about restoring the economy and improving the status of social 
conditions. He also restored military capability. 

But then something very important happened – Putin became a Russian Orthodox 
Christian and a very devout one. I cannot pinpoint exactly when this occurred but Putin 
was baptised and this was photographed. No doubt Putin was a professing believer before 
this but he really underwent a conversion experience. I have had contact with people that 
have met him and they say that his conversion is genuine and serious. 

From this point the traditional forms of ancient Russia began to reassert themselves. 
Churches were rebuilt and restored. Priests and deacons were ordained. Christian 
principles began to undergird laws and state policy. The standard of living in Russia began 
to improve dramatically. As people became more prosperous, so Putin’s popularity soared. 
This was seen by the Orthodox as a resurrection. 

This angered the elite beyond measure. All their plans for Russia had been overturned and 
Russia was again a Christian state (at least in name). Christian Putin became public enemy 
number one for the cabal, which became intent on destroying Russia and fragmenting it 
into a number of controllable territories (Balkanisation). 

When Russia intervened in Syria to support Assad against the cabal’s (NATO) incursion 
through funding ISIS and other Jihadis, the elite were even angrier. Putin stopped the 
cabal’s policy of Balkanising Syria to help create Greater Israel and take over the country. 

This is the chief reason why the global elite are angry with Putin and hate Russia. A major 
global country becoming prominently Christian is a thorn in the side of a satanic agenda to 
take over the world. 

The Christian West has utterly capitulated to elite tools, both in politics and religion. 
Christianity has been so debased in the West that it has no power in prayer to do anything 
useful. It is riddled with heresy and apostasy. It is Russia that is rising up to become the 
Christian threat to the elite cabal. This is why so many Western people are flocking to 
Russia to start a new life. 

Russia’s huge natural resources means that it is a position to be self-sufficient and not 
easily destabilised. Russia probably has at least as many natural resources as Africa, but 
this huge territory is one nation. This makes it very powerful in geo-political terms. At the 
moment its economy is not in the top level of nations but, unlike Britain and America, it is 
based on real assets not a service economy. It also has huge gold reserves to back up its 
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currency and its relationship with China makes it even more powerful. Russia is the elite’s 
worst nightmare. 

Far from the Dispensationalist idea that Russia is the end-time enemy of God, it is Russia 
that is becoming God’s champion to establish Christian principles. 

In the end it will be Israel, under the control of the Rothschilds, that is the real 
antichristian enemy of God and the world but Russia as its nemesis. As America collapses 
(its ruin has begun) Rothschild-dominated Israel will begin to take up the reins of world 
power (at least it will try) but this will be contested by Russia and China. 

This is also why world war is on the table. As America collapses and as the global economy 
crashes the cabal needs a war to hide this from the people and bring in a new order. By 
demonising Russia all the time the people are being set up to accept world war against 
Russia. However, growing support for Russia in China, India, Brazil, South Africa and 
other countries is making this difficult for the elite to do. 

Military supremacy 

Even with its natural resources, Russia would still not be a serious threat to the cabal, 
expressed in the UN and NATO – except for the fact that it is now the military superpower 
of the world in several areas. The elite cannot ignore or overpower this nation in military 
terms. 

Because Putin is so rational, he rebuilt Russia on basic principles. He understood economic 
theory and set about first to rebuild the economy ruined by the Jewish oligarch pirates and 
globalist companies. This took years but it was achieved. He sensibly ramped up gold 
reserves to back up the rouble and avoided debt. He established ties with economic 
partners, such as China and India. 

Having done that, which also ensured rising prosperity for Russian citizens, he then set 
about restoring Russia’s defences. This was necessary because of the offensive attitude of 
NATO in building military bases along Russia’s borders in an encirclement manoeuvre.20 
Also the elite control of Ukraine through puppet leaders means a growing threat right on 
Russia’s border. 

In WWII it was America that initially supplied the USSR with military infrastructure 
because the nation was so backwards. Military aid was poured into the USSR to build up its 
war machine to fight Germany from the East. In time Soviet production lines began to be 
established based on American investment and knowledge. 

This is not the case now. 

Due to a thriving economy, Putin was able to direct investment into developing advanced 
military capabilities in every area. His genius was that he did this by spending 10% of what 
America spends on research and development of weapon systems. Despite this small 
investment Russia now has military capabilities that are many years in advance of 
America’s capabilities. 

                                                   
20 By the way, NATO’s documentation openly states that it is offensive, such as ‘offensive war games’ 
literature utilised in Ukraine. It ceased to be a necessary defensive alliance after 1990 when the Soviet 
Communist threat was destroyed. 
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This fact is corroborated by all sound military analysts and journals. No good military 
analyst doubts this. I will merely mention a few items. 

Warplanes 
Russian warplanes are the best in the world and generations ahead of the West. In terms of 
fighter-bombers MiGs and Sukhoi warplanes are superb. Russia has replaced its single role 
fighters (e.g. Sukhoi Su-27 Flanker and MiG-29) with multi role fighters like the Sukhoi 
Su-35. Even the Sukhoi Su-34 is far superior to the American F-35 and a Sukhoi Su-57 is 
now in development. In reality the US relies more upon very old F-16s, and F-18s; which 
were good aircraft but are now outdated. The F-22 and F-34 are overblown and not in 
competition with Russian planes; indeed they often break down due to complicated 
engineering. 

However, America has more fighter-interceptors (1,957) compared to Russia’s 772. The UK 
has 119. 

EMF weaponry 
I watched an American army general give a lecture on this matter who bemoaned the fact 
that the US Army had not invested properly in microwave weapons. He explained that 
Russia is way in front of America on this. 

For example, in the Syrian conflict American warships were located in the Eastern 
Mediterranean and some had fired cruise missiles into Syria. On one occasion a Russian jet 
flew over a US warship whereupon its entire electronic systems failed and the ship was 
disabled in the water. It took some time for the systems to get up and running again when 
the jet returned and did it again. Clearly Russia was saying, ‘we can incapacitate you any 
time we want’. This really scared American admirals. Note how the US Navy has been 
entirely absent in the Ukrainian conflict. 

Another example is the Ukraine conflict where Russia crippled strategic military targets, 
such as with the Android system. In 2015 Russia also cut the power to all of Ukraine. 

Tanks 
Russia has the most advanced tank systems in the world. Furthermore it has twice as 
many: Russia has 12,429 while the US has 6,612. Britain is not even in the top 30 of tank 
numbers. 

Submarines 
Russia has advanced submarines that are constantly at sea and hold deadly missile 
systems. These are stealth ships that cannot be tracked. Thus even if Russia could be 
attacked in a first strike (which it is defended against) the submarines would still be able to 
take out the enemy country. 

Hypersonic missiles 
Russia has hypersonic ICBMs – the West does not. These go into space and then return to 
a programmed target at such hyper speeds that it is impossible to stop them with any 
weapon or defence system. Forget the Patriot missile; it is useless to stop this. A missile 
fired from Kaliningrad could hit Berlin in 106 seconds. 

One missile system, nicknamed Satan II by the West (RS-28 Sarmat), can carry multiple 
nuclear warheads (up to 12) that detach close to the target zone, thus spreading destruction 
over a wide area.  It can strike a target 11,200 miles away and travels at a speed of 16,000 
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mph. Just one of these missiles could wipe out all of the UK or all of Texas. [Why would the 
UK provoke war with a nation that has such weapons?] 

The RT-2PM2 Topol-M (SS-27) missile can penetrate any missile defence system. It can 
change course in air and space and avoid countermeasures. The 9K720 Iskander-M has a 
500 kilometre range and can utilise both ballistic and cruise missiles. 

Nuclear 
Russia has half of the nuclear weapons in the world. It has 4497 strategic nuclear warheads 
and 1458 strategic deployed nuclear warheads on 527 intercontinental ballistic missiles, 
submarines and strategic bombers. 

Defence systems 
The S-600 missile defence system is the best in the world; it is far superior to the US MM-
104 Patriot surface-to-air missile system. Used properly, it can stop any approaching 
missile. Even the S-400 is a better system. 

Ordinary rockets, grads, rpgs 
Americans have not fought a real war since, at least, the Korean action. That is, they have 
picked on nations that cannot effectively fight back (Grenada, Panama, Libya, Iraq, 
Somalia, and Afghanistan). Even the Vietnam War was largely guerrilla fighting the 
Vietcong and not the North Vietnamese army. The US has not fought a major battle with 
an enemy equally equipped, especially a good air force, since WWII. 

When American mercenaries joined in the Ukraine conflict they were shocked. Those that 
were not killed or captured (hundreds were killed very quickly) escaped back to America, 
sometimes after only four days. They told stories about the relentless firepower of Russian 
rockets day after day without ceasing. They had never experienced such things and it 
terrified them. 

Russia has huge stocks of such conventional weapons outnumbering other nations. It has 
3,391 rocket projectors compared to the US’s 1,366. Britain is not even in the top 30 having 
fewer than Turkmenistan, Greece, and Ethiopia. Russia has the BM-30 Smerch multiple 
rocket launcher system, the BM-21 Grad system and others. Sea systems include the 3M14 
Kalibr long-range precision land attack cruise missile. 

Troops 
Russian troops are the toughest in the world. They even have their own martial arts 
techniques that are very effective. American movies like to portray US elite troops as 
superlative, but these US troops have openly stated that they would not like to take on 
Russian soldiers. 

Russia has one of the largest active-service personnel, air-force, navy fleets and tank forces 
in the world. 

Outlining all the military systems would take several books itemising thousands of pieces 
of kit. This is just a simple summary to give some idea of superior military power. 

The ineffectiveness of Western forces 
The truth is that Western military forces are run down. Britain has no effective navy 
anymore and it has no planes that can land on its new single aircraft carrier. Its army is 
massively run down and could not stage a proper defence of the nation if called to do so. 
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Woke politicians have ensured that the armed services are more worried about offending 
pronouns or Gay rights than fighting an enemy. MOD chiefs have even ensured that 
witches and Satanists have rights to their rituals within the armed services. Its air force is 
generations behind Russia’s and would be wiped out quickly in a conflict. The Typhoon 
warplane is the product of a committee and is not in the first rank. Other warplanes are 
very old and outdated, like the Tornado or Jaguar. The highly useful Harriers (as ground 
support aircraft) were sold off. 

Britain’s four Vanguard nuclear submarines are rather pointless. They are old and wearing 
out and the Trident missile systems, which only ever total about 8 at any one time (often 
only 4) per boat (the submarines have 16 tubes however), are comparatively useless. 
British Tridents carry three 100-kiloton warheads but US Tridents carry over 475-kiloton 
warheads. The cost of this system is £179 bn. It is a system designed for the Cold War and 
ineffective now. Even Tony Blair said that their utility was non-existent. 

America is not much better due to the corruption of the military industrial complex. The 
massive gifting of equipment to Ukraine, where it was either captured or blown up, has left 
it depleted which will take years to restore. For example Javelins are now in short supply 
but restrictions in the parts required means that restoring its supply will take years. 

Even its best equipment is far short of its comparable competitor in Russia. Its warplanes 
are worse; its tanks are worse; its submarines are worse; its missiles less powerful. It does 
not have an effective EMF capacity. 

[Aside: Why has the UK run down its armed forces to this degree? The answer is that it is 
still tied into the EU Defence Force project whereby a European Army under the control of 
the EU Commission is being geared up for national security. Britain is to be destroyed as a 
united kingdom and dissolved (Balkanised) into a series of regions under the domain of 
the EU. Though we have superficially left the EU politically (tell that to Northern Ireland), 
we are still connected to the EU federal development plan.] 

The one area where the US has a potent threat capability is chemical and bioweapons. 
There are as many as 300 of these labs spread around the world.21 At least a dozen were 
situated in Georgia and Ukraine until Russia destroyed some of them with thermobaric 
missiles. The global elite are psychotic enough to use these (they let SARS-Cov-2 loose) 
which comprise virulent pathogens and chemicals such as Ebola, anthrax, Sarin and such 

                                                   
21 The US has bioweapons labs in 25 countries funded by the Defense Threat Reduction Agency under a $2.1 
billion military programme (Co-operative Biological Engagement programme). One of these is the Lugar 
Centre in Georgia which has biologists from the US Army Medical Research Unit and private contractors. See 
US document, ‘Agreement between the government of the United States of America and the Government of 
Georgia on Defense Co-operation’. Here research is conducted on agents like anthrax and tularemia and 
viruses. The Pentagon produces bio-agents under the protection of diplomatic cover. The private American 
companies that work at the bio-lab in Tbilisi (capital of Georgia), i.e. CH2M Hill, Battelle and Metabiota. 
CH2M Hill, have been awarded $341,5 million DTRA contracts under the Pentagon’s programme for bio-labs 
in Georgia, Uganda, Tanzania, Iraq, Afghanistan and South-East Asia. Battelle has been testing aerosol and 
powder dissemination of toxins like Meliodosis. The Lugar Centre tested biting insects in one department, 
such as sand flies. Tbilisi has since been infected with biting flies since 2015 and live in bathrooms all year 
long, which is not normal behaviour for these species. A US Army report of 1981 showed the effectiveness of 
mosquitoes infected with Yellow Fever to kill 625,000 people (‘Evaluation of Entomological Warfare as a 
potential danger to the US and European NATO nations, US Army, March 1981 report’). We could go on. 
Those who deny the US bio-weapons facilities are simply ignorant of the facts. America has been working on 
bio and chemical weapons for decades and has tested some of them on unsuspecting civilians. The UK also 
performs this research run from Porton Down. 
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like. Using such things would be a last resort since a change in wind could cause as much 
damage to your own troops as the enemy’s. And who knows what will happen if you let 
such things out of the bag? 

So, in conclusion, the cabal is terrified by Russia. It is not only a huge country with 
resources, and not only a Christian nation, but it also has advanced military capabilities far 
beyond anything in the West. It is the elite’s worst nightmare. 

Conclusion 

As usual, the truth is the opposite of what we are being told by the elite-controlled media 
such as the BBC. Russia is not the West’s natural enemy; it should be a Christian partner 
working for good. In the Napoleonic Wars Russia was Britain’s ally. The Romanov family 
was closely connected to Queen Victoria. 

Russia, as it currently stands, is nothing like the USSR. In fact it is not even Communist; 
the Communist party is represented by a small powerless minority. Russia is a democratic, 
Christian, capitalist economy that claims to focus on social liberty and personal freedoms. 
There is a reason why conservative Americans are flocking to live in Russia. Its standard of 
living is now high, offering virtually free health care to all. Energy is cheap. Farmers can 
get subsides; indeed Putin encouraged Afrikaan farmers being persecuted in South Africa 
to claim free farmland in Siberia; thousands took the offer up. Advocates of free speech 
have also moved to Russia. Edward Snowden found refuge there when America threatened 
life imprisonment for exposing government crimes and Canadian independent journalist 
Eva Bartlett moved to the south of Moscow (and is now on a Ukrainian hit-list). 

It is true that, in pursuit of strict Orthodox ethics, some groups have less freedom – such as 
homosexuals and evangelical churches are frowned upon because aberrant Pentecostal 
groups flocked there in the past to take advantage of social confusion and spread apostate 
views. Sadly, evangelicalism was tarred with this brush. Transgenderism would also not be 
tolerated in public. These groups are not persecuted, but they have restrictions placed on 
them. This is the only downside to social liberty that I know of. 

The truth is that the West is far more draconian in restrictions to free speech and free 
thinking. Woke ideas have captured all the institutions which not only discriminate against 
but persecute individualistic commentators not submitting to GroupThink. People have 
been jailed for preaching the Gospel or alleged hate speech. People have lost their jobs for 
not towing the party line on gender. Teachers have been vilified just for teaching their 
subject, as one classics professor recently discovered (its White supremacy!). 

So, there is no reason for Western people to hate Russia or demonise President Putin. This 
narrative is a fabrication of the elite cabal that seeks to control your thinking. Resist it and 
be free. 
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